Seed and pollen flow and cline discordance among genes with different modes of inheritance.
The relationships between seed and pollen flow and cline discordance/concordance between cytoplasmic and nuclear genes, with the incorporation of the effects of natural selection, are formulated for one locus with two alleles, under assumptions of random mating, no drift and no mutation. Results show that under certain conditions, the relative roles of seed and pollen flow in shaping cline discordance/ concordance are very similar to their roles in influencing population differentiation for selectively neutral markers with different modes of inheritance. Where the disequilibria between cytoplasmic and nuclear genes are of the order similar to selection coefficient, cline discordance/concordance can be predicted from the relative values of the ratio of pollen to seed flow and the ratio of selection coefficients. Where the disequilibria attained by seed and pollen flow are significant, the integrated cytonuclear data are recommended for cline analysis. In both cases, the relative rates of selection coefficients between cytoplasmic and nuclear genes can be roughly estimated according to their characteristic length.